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Web Application & API Security

COMPREHENSIVE CLOUD-BASED SECURITY
Reblaze Technologies offers an all-in-one web security platform. It includes a next-gen WAF, full-scope autoscaling DoS/
DDoS protection, advanced bot management, real-time traffic monitoring & control, and more. Reblaze is fully integrated with 
the top-tier public cloud providers (AWS, Azure, and GCP), and runs on the customer’s clouds of choice.

The platform is designed around a no-compromise approach to web security. All customers enjoy comprehensive 
protection, without having to purchase premium tiers or subscribe to additional services. Each customer receives 
a dedicated Virtual Private Cloud, eliminating multi-tenancy vulnerabilities. For maximum privacy, all traffic data is 
processed exclusively inside the customers’ clouds (many competing solutions decrypt customer data on their own 
servers). Multivariate threat detection, behavioral analysis, and machine learning ensure accurate, adaptive protection.

Reblaze’s clouds are fully compliant with GDPR, SOC 2/ SSAE 16/ 
ISAE 3402, FISMA Moderate, ISO 27001, FIPS 140-2, HIPAA, and CSA. 
Reblaze Technologies is a PCI DSS Certified Level 1 Service Provider.
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ADVANTAGES
Reblaze provides the advantages of appliances and cloud solutions, without their drawbacks.

NEXT-GENERATION WAF/IPS

Reblaze defeats breach attempts, code and SQL injection, XSS, 
form manipulation, protocol exploits, session poisoning, malicious 
payloads, data theft, and other forms of attack.

DOS/DDOS PROTECTION

Reblaze is effective against DoS/DDoS across all layers and scales,  
from malformed-packet DoS attempts to massive DDoS assaults.

BOT MANAGEMENT

Industry-leading bot management prevents data theft, scraping, 
credential stuffing, dictionary attacks, vulnerability scans, & more.

REAL TIME TRAFFIC CONTROL

Real-time traffic sniffing (including Layer 7) provides full statistics 
and visibility of all requests, even during large-scale attacks.

MACHINE INTELLIGENCE

Reblaze continually analyzes global traffic data, using machine 
learning for accurate, dynamic threat detection. Even as new 
attack vectors arise, Reblaze adapts & hardens itself against them.

FULLY MANAGED SAAS

The platform is maintained remotely 24/7 by Reblaze personnel. 
Your web security is always up-to-date, and always effective.

CDN, LOAD BALANCING, AND AUTOSCALING 

These accelerate your web apps’ responsiveness to your users. 
Resources scale automatically, with no pre-warming required.

DEEP TRAFFIC ANALYSIS 

Full traffic logs and statistics enable understanding of security 
events, user behavioral patterns, application anomalies, and more.

 

Single-Tenant

No Network Latency

Fixed-Price License Model

Processing Inside Perimeter

No SSL Private Key Exposure

Next-gen multivariate WAF/IPS

Unique VPC for each account

All-layer DDOS Protection

Advanced Bot Detection

Full Historical Data 

Machine Learning

  

Integrated CDN

Affordable SaaS

Automatic Updates

Scalable Bandwidth

Scalable Processing Capacity

Top-Tier Cloud Platforms

Real-Time Traffic Control

Full DevOps Support

SSL Management

Fine-grained ACL

And more.

Cloud Security  
Solutions 

Potentially High Latency

Possible SSL Exposure

Outside Perimeter

Licensing Varies

Multi-Tenant

Physical and 
Virtual Appliances

Difficult to Maintain

No CDN Integration

Limited Bandwidth 

Limited Capacity 

High Expense


